
Art 141 Dallal

Matting your work for presentation

 When presenting your work to the public, or to a prospective client, 
it is important to present it professionally and cleanly.  In this class, 
you will be required to present your printed work mounted as 
though you were giving a professional presentation.

Tools required:
• 18" cork-backed metal ruler
• exacto blade and #11 blades
• spraymount
• neutral color mat board that complements your work 
(black, grey, white, or off-white)
• self-healing borco board or scrap matboard to cut on
• pencil 
• kneaded erasor
• scrap newspapers

Procedure:
1) Using your ruler and exacto blade, trim your finished print so that 
you either have a full bleed (no white border) or you leave an even  
strip of white paper all around your image of no more than 1/4".

2) Measure your finished trimmed print.

3) Trim your matboard to a size that complements your work. 
In general you should use the following guidelines:
* Sometimes it is best to vary these measurements, for instance 
when you have a very small print, or to fit a standard size frame.
In general, you should try to have the same amount of space on 
the top and sides, and a little more on the bottom.

4) Place the print on the matboard in the final position and lightly 
mark the matboard where the corners will go.

5) Go outside and place your print upside-down on plently of  scrap 
newspaper and holding your can of spraymount approximately 8" 
away from the print, lightly spray the back in one direction and then 
in the other direction. Wait 30 seconds until it gets tacky. *

6) Carefully pick the print up by the edges and place it on the 
matboard, using the pencil marks you made to align the corners in 
the correct place. Start with the two top corners and then smooth 
the print down from there.

7) Take a clean sheet of paper and cover the print and then smooth 
it down on the board pressing from the center out in all directions 
using your hand or the side of your ruler.
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*You may use rubber 
cement to glue your print 
to the matboard if you 
prefer.


